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Introduction
Let N = (0 , 1,2,. . .} be the set of naturals and let ((P~)~~,, be an acceptable gijdelization of P, the set of unary partial (p.r.) recursive functions.
For cp E P, we put dom(cp) = {x E N 1 p(x) is defined}, range(q) = {q(x) 1 x E dom(cp)}, and the support of cp, supp(cp) = {x E dam(q) 1 p(x) f 0). A recursively enumerable (r.e.) set is the domain of a p.r. function.
By p we denote the minimization operator and by K, L the (primitive) recursive components of the inverse of Cantor's pairing function. See [2] for more details. By R and F we denote, respectively, the sets of unary recursive functions and unary recursive functions of finite support. The set F is r.e., i.e. F = {qPhCnj 1 h 2 0}
for some h E R. The function h will be fixed throughout the paper as well as the recursive function Z(n) = card(supp( phCnj)).
For cp, f3 in P we put cp c 8 in case supp(cp) c supp(8) and p(x) = 0(x), for every x in supp(cp). If, in addition, cp f 8 then we write cp c 13. For t E F and Xc P we define the following sets:
U={cpEPIt%+, U;Y=Xn u,,
The sequence ( Uf),tFCXj y' telds a system of basic neighborhoods in X, thus defining a topology r(X) on X. For example, in [4] one studies the space (R, T(R)), while in [2] one works in (P, T(P)).
We say that a set X c P has property (F) if two recursive functions h(X) and 1(X) exist, satisfying the following two conditions: The set X={fi:I i 2 0}, where J(i) = 1 and h(x) = 0, for x # i, has property (F), but does not satisfy (3). In contrast, P is an F,-space with respect to h(P) = h, l(P) = 1 (defined above) and s(P) = s coming from the equation The fact that the following sets are F, -spaces is a routine verification:
Starting from the definition of recursively meagre sets in (P, T(P)) (see [ 1, 2] ) and (R, T(R)) (see [4] ) we obtain the following relativized Baire notions. (c) A non-r.m. set in r(X) is called a set of recursively second Baire category in r(X) (s.r.s. Baire c., in T(X)).
Results
First we show that the concepts in Definition 2 do not depend upon the recursive functions h(X) and Z(X) satisfying (1) and (2). If Y satisfies the properties (4)-(7) under the recursive functions f and g, in T(X), then Y is r.n.d. set in T ( Z ) under the recursive functions f * and g* defined as follows:
Lemma 3. Let X c P and suppose that both pairs of recursive functions (h(X), Z(X)) and (h', I') satisfy (1) and (2). If Y c X is r.n.d. in T(X) with respect to thejirst pair of functions, then Y keeps this property under the second pair.

Proof. The p.r. function r(x) = pj[cph~x~~j~ = (P,,,(~J is recursive and (P~(~)(~(,,)) = (Pi,, Z'(n) = Z(X)(r(n)). If Y satisfies (4)-(7) under h(X), Z(X),& g, then Y will satisfy these properties under
if (P h( Z )(n) E F ( X ) a n d 'P p y n , = (P h( X )( m )r max{i E supp(~p,,~~~~,~)} otherwise.  Remark. One can easily check the validity of the following equalities:
For various combinations of the sets P, R, X,,, P, X, and Mk, Proposition 4 applies: it asserts that "small" sets remain "small" when passing to supersets. Proof. Assume x g E R satisfy (4)-(7). There exists a recursive function p such that 'PrCn, = (Ph(X)(p(n)) = (Ph(XMp(n))) 3 by (
3). Put f'(n)=h(X)(s(p(n))
and g'(n)=
m&i E supp(~(,,)). 0
Remark. Obviously, Lemma fails to be true for sets with property Remark. The above result generalizes Theorem 1 in [l] (see also Theorem 9.12 in [2] ). It can be used to strengthen the basic results in [2, 5, 6, 4] (in particular, the recursive variant of Baire Category Theorem). 
Theorem 6. Let X c P be an F,-space with F(X) infinite and let Y c X be r.m. in T(X). Then, for every t E F(X) we can eflectively construct a function f E Up\ Y.
Corollary 7. Let X E {P, R, X,, Mk}, k 3 1, and let t E F(X). Then, the sets (i) X, (ii) X n R, (iii) UF, (iv) every non-empty open set in T(X), are s.r.s. Baire c. in T(X).
d. in 7(Xfin), T(P") and r(P).
(
b) The set X,, is r.m. in 7(Xfiin), T( P") and T(P). (c) 7'he set P" is r.m. in T(P") and T(P).
Proof. One has X,, = lJkz,, Mk and every Mk is r.n.d. in r( X f i n ) under the functions f(k, n) and g(k, n) given by (b) The set R is a recursive residual in T(P), because P" = P\R is r.m. in 7(P) (see [5, 6] ).
From Proposition 9(c), P" is r.m. in .(P"); this fact reinforces our intuition that R is a topologically "big" set. We recall that a measured set is a X = {m, 1 i 2 0) c P for which the predicate M( i, x, y) = 1 iff m,(x) = y, is recursive. In what follows we are interested in measured sets X such that F(X) = F. For example, the set of primitive recursive functions satisfies the above conditions. Clearly, measured sets for which F(X) 5 F exist. From [ 1,2] one knows that every measured set is r.m. in 7(P). This result can be strengthened for our class of measured sets as follows. 
Corollary 12. Every complexity class Cc R for which F = C is r.m. in r(C), T(R) and 7(P).
Proof. A complexity class C for which F c C is a measured set and F(C) = F. 0
Corollary 13. Both sets of rational and algebraic numbers are r.m. in r(R) and T(P).
Proof. These sets are contained in the complexity class containing F (see [2] ). 0
Some open problems naturally arise. We present some of them:
(i) Does Proposition 4 remain true in case we delete the hypothesis "F(X) is a recursive subset of F(Z)"?
(ii) Let Xc P be an arbitrary measured set; is it true that X is r.m. in r(X)?
(iii) Let X c 2 = P, X, 2 satisfying property (F). Assume that X is a s.r.s. Baire c. in T(X) and Y c 2 is a set r.s. Baire in ~ (2) . Is it true that if X n Y # 0, then X n Y is a s.r.s. Baire c. in r(X)?
